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CROWD-SOURCED ASSESSMENT OF TECHNICAL SKILLS (C-
SATS�): FAST, ECONOMICAL AND ACCURATE ASSESSMENT OF
ROBOTIC SURGERY
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: Surgeon skill has
recently been shown to predict patient outcome when measured using
objective structured assessment tools. However, the time-cost to have
expert surgeons grade surgical videos is great. We hypothesized that
crowd-sourcing of surgical skills assessment would be as accurate as
and faster than conventional expert surgeon graders rating the same
surgical performances.
METHODS: Fifty-one urology residents and faculty performed
two dry-lab surgical training tasks on a da Vinci surgical robot: 1)
Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery intracorporeal suturing and 2) a
rocking pegboard transfer task. Forty-nine recorded performances from
each were available to be uploaded to a website built to facilitate effi-
cient grading using the depth perception, bimanual dexterity and effi-
ciency domains of the validated Global Evaluative Assessment of
Robotic Surgery scoring tool. Three surgical faculty graded the tasks
after completing a grader training session to maximize agreement. Each
performance was then scored by 30 Amazon.com Mechanical Turk
crowd workers in return for a payment of $0.25 to $0.50. Mean surgeon
and mean crowd scores were computed and compared using correla-
tion coefficient (CC) and Cronbach’s Alpha (CA), a measure of crowd-
surgeon agreement.

RESULTS: Figure 1. shows the agreement between surgeon
scores and C-SATS� scores. The CC between surgeon grade and
C-SATS� was 0.79 for rocking pegboard and 0.86 for suturing. CA was
0.84 for the rocking pegboard and 0.92 for suturing, indicating ‘good’
and ‘excellent’ agreement, respectively. 67% of the C-SATS� scores
for rocking pegboard and 69% of the C-SATS� scores for suturing fell
within 1 point of the surgeon-provided score on a 3-15 point possible
score range. The cost to assess these surgical performances was
small: $10.07 per rocking pegboard video and $15.67 per suturing
video. Furthermore, crowds provided scores in 9 hours for 49 suturing
videos compared to over a month for the surgeon panel.

CONCLUSIONS: This is the first demonstration of untrained
crowds accurately assessing robotic surgical performances on diverse
tasks, representing a wide range of surgeon skill levels. Also, C-SATS�
can be much faster than relying on faculty assessments. Future studies
are needed to compare crowd assessment of surgeries on real patients
to complications and clinical outcomes. If correlated, this type of
assessment could be central to the surgical resident training and cre-
dentialing processes.

Source of Funding: Department of Defense Grant W81XWH-
09-1-0714 “Virtual Reality Robotic Simulation for Robotic Task
Proficiency: A Randomized Prospective Trial of Pre-Operative
Warm-up”.
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: Studies on post-call
residents have shown that manual dexterity and surgical skills are
worsened by fatigue following a 24-hour call. National work-hour
restrictions have been initiated for certain levels of residency training to
prevent complications and maximize patient care. The purpose of this
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